. WHEEDEN(X) 0. Introduction.
Introduction.
The results of this paper are based on a study of certain kernel functions associated with Lipschitz domains D. These functions are related to harmonic measure in D and to the ideal boundary of D as defined by R. S. Martin (see [6] ), and are analogous to the Poisson kernel.
Let DczEn + i he a Lipschitz domain with a point P0 fixed. We say that u is a kernel function at Q0 e 8D if u(P) is positive and harmonic for P e D with u(P0) = 1 and u(P) vanishes continuously as P-+ Q for each Q e 3D, Q^Qo-One fundamental result of the paper is a uniform estimate for various approximations to kernel functions and another is the uniqueness of kernel functions. We use the uniform estimate to show that functions arising from several different constructions are in fact kernel functions, and the uniqueness then leads to further results.
The first application is to kernels related to harmonic measure. For a Lipschitz domain D, we will show that K(P, Q0) is the unique kernel function at Q0 and that K(P, Q) is a continuous function of Qe dD for fixed PeD. We will use these facts to discuss the general theory of R. S. Martin for Lipschitz domains.
The development originated by Martin is based on kernels which are limits of quotients of Green's functions. Martin uses these kernels to define an ideal boundary A of D and a corresponding topology on D u A. For Lipschitz domains we will show that Martin's kernels are exactly the functions K(P, Q). We can then identify the ideal boundary with the Euclidean boundary and show that the Martin topology is equivalent to the Euclidean topology. As a special case of a general theorem due to Martin, we obtain for each positive harmonic function u in D a unique Borel measure dp. on 3D such that u(P)= f K(P,Q)dy.(Q), PeD.
JdD
This representation and a classical Lebesgue point proof based on estimates of K(P, Q) lead to the existence of finite nontangential limits for u at almost every (dcopo) point of 3D. (See [5] .) Viewing the representation in the general sense of Martin leads to the existence of finite fine limits for u almost everywhere on the ideal boundary. (See [4] or [8] .) Having identified the ideal boundary with 3D for Lipschitz domains, we can compare these notions of limit at the boundary. We will show that the existence of fine limits is equivalent to the existence of nontangential limits almost everywhere. We will also compare the pointwise existence of nontangential and semifine limits.
Our point of view is to use the classical results to illustrate the general theory. In particular, we introduce facts from the general theory only after they can be discussed in classical terms. The reader who is familiar with the general theory will easily recognize when we are proving a special case of a general result.
The style of this paper is similar to that of [5] . Proofs are again based on Harnack's principle, the maximum principle and the generalized solution of the Dirichlet problem. The crucial uniform estimate proved in §2 below is a generalization of a result from L. Carleson [3] . The motivation for our work came from Brelot and Doob [2] where relations between the classical and general theories are given for the special case £) = F"++1. The continuity of K(-, Q) for domains with boundary given by a function of class C1 +s, e > 0, is proved for example in Widman [9] . Choquet has proved the continuity of K(-, Q) for domains with C1 boundary.
1. Definitions and preliminary facts. We call an open bounded set D^En+1 a Lipschitz domain if D and 3D are given locally by a function of class Lip 1-that is, to each point Q0 e 3D there corresponds a local coordinate system (X, y), X e En, y real, and a function b(X) such that (i) \b(X)-b(X')\úC0\X-X'\ for all X, X' e En and (ii) D n N={(X, y) : y>b(X)} n N for some neighborhood N of QQ.
Clearly the same coordinate system (X, y) and function b(X) can be used for all Qe 3D n N. We call the constant C0 in (i) the local Lipschitz constant of D near Q0. Although constants occurring in many inequalities depend on the local Lipschitz constant, our final results depend only on its existence, and we make no attempt to choose the local coordinate systems and neighborhoods so as to obtain the best constants.
Lipschitz domains are characterized by the existence of standard inner and outer cones. For fixed D, Q0 e 3D, (X, y), b(X), C0 and N, consider the cones r+ak,*) = {(X,y) : y-yi > C0\X-Xi\)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and r-(Xi,yx) = {(X,y) : y-yi < -Ca\X-Xx\}.
If (Xx,yx)eDnN then T+(XX, yx) n N<=D, an observation we will use in applications of Harnack's inequality; while if (Xx, yx) e N-D then T_(Xx,yx)n N c N-D.
The concept of nontangential limit is directly related to Harnack's principle. If Qo = (X0, jo) e 3D, we call a subset S of D a nontangential subset at Q0 if there are constants C, C>0 such that Pe S n {P' : 2~k~1^ \P'-Q0\ £2"*} implies C ïu(P)lu((X0,y0 + 2-*))£ C for all positive harmonic functions u in D. Using Harnack's principle and interior cones F+, we see in particular that S is a nontangential subset of D at Q0 if there is a constant C>0 such that dist (P, 3D)^C\P-Q0\ for PeS.We say a function «(F) in D has nontangential limit F at Q0e 8D if for every nontangential subdomain Sat Q0 lim u(P) = L.
P-*Q0;PeS
We denote by cop(E) the harmonic measure of a Borel set F<= SF)-that is,
where Ye(Ö)> ß e 3D, is the characteristic function of E. For any such E, cop(E) is harmonic in D, and for any fixed P, tup(-) is a Borel measure on 3£>. Given F and P0, Harnack's principle implies that the measures coF(-) and <*/<>(•) are absolutely continuous with respect to each other. Fixing F0, we may then write IS (Ô) = K(P, Q), P e D, in the Radon-Nikodym sense. Given PeD, K(P, Q) is therefore defined for almost every (dcopo)Q e 3D.
Harmonic measure is related to the generalized solution of the Dirichlet problem. If/(g), Q e 3D, is integrable with respect to c/oA, the generalized solution of the Dirichlet problem with boundary values fis inf fip(P) : 4* superharmonic in D, lim inf <p( 
JdD
For Qo = (X0, y0) e 3D, we will denote by >p(Qo, T, ■?) the cylinder {(X,y): \X-X0\ <r,\y-y0\ < s).
We will use only cylinders of the form <I>(Q0, r, rs) where s is sufficiently large to insure that the top of the cylinder is contained in D and the bottom is contained in the complement of D for all small r>0. The choice of s depends only on the local Lipschitz constant. We denote A(g0, r) = 3D n <p(Q0, r, s) and call A a disc. Locally we may project 3D onto the «-dimensional hyperplane {(X, 0)}. Hence any Borel measure on 3D may be considered as one on En. This allows us to apply Besicovitch's theorem on the differentiation of measures on En. (See [1] .) We obtain the following theorem.
Theorem. Suppose D is a Lipschitz domain and p. and v are finite Borel measures on 3D. If dp.=fdv + ds where s is singular with respect to v, then for almost every for almost every (dcoFo)Q0e 3D. It follows in particular that K(P, Q) can be estimated in terms of cup(A).
2. A uniform estimate. In this section we obtain a uniform estimate for various approximations to kernel functions on Lipschitz domains. At the end of the section we indicate how this estimate, together with the uniqueness of kernel functions, can be used to obtain further results.
The uniform estimate is given in (2.4) below and the crucial step in deriving it is Lemma (2.2). Both Lemmas (2.1) and (2.2) below are essentially due to L. Carleson. (See [3] , or [5] .) Here, however, they are in a form somewhat different from that in [5] , and we shall repeat their proofs.
Lemma (2.1) . If D is a Lipschitz domain there is a constant C>0 such that ojp(A(Q0,2r))^C, Pei(Q0,r,rs).
C depends only on s and the Lipschitz constant of D near Q0.
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Proof. Let h(P), P e tp(Q0, 2r, 2rs), be the harmonic measure of the bottom of i¡>(Q0, 2r, 2rs). Since the bottom of the cylinder is outside D, the maximum principle implies cop(A(Q0, 2r)) ä h(P), PeDn ftQ0, 2r, 2rs).
The lemma follows if we choose C=inf(«(F) : Pei/>(Q0, r, rs)}. For then C>0 and C depends only on the proportions of the cylinder.
Lemma (2.2) . Suppose D is a Lipschitz domain and A is the point in the center of the top of the cylinder ¡Kßo, r» rs)-W Qa -(X0,yo) then A=(X0, y0 + rs).) Then there is a constant C>0 such that for any disc A' = A(ß0, r'), 0<r' <r, wp(A') g CcoA(A') for P £ D -if)(Q0, r, rs). C depends only on s and the Lipschitz constant of D near Q0.
Proof. Since <op(A') vanishes on 8D -ip(r,rs), it is enough by the maximum principle to prove the result for P e D n 8i/i(r, rs). We note that if F £ D n 3</>(r, rs) is away from 3D then cop(A') ^ CwA(A') by Harnack's principle. If F e D n 8i/i(r, rs) is near 3D then wp(A') is small, and therefore coF(A') £ CcoA(A'). We must find a constant C independent of r and r'.
To accomplish this we introduce an auxiliary function «(F). Let X2 = (2, Choose jo such that h(X2,y)< 1 ¡Cx for 0<j<j0. Let ßn be the points on yn = Dn ^ifin which are less than 2n"Vj0 above 3D and let an = yn -ßn. By Harnack's principle there is a constant C2>0 such that oip(A')^C2coAn(A') for PE«n.
By Lemma (2.1) there is a constant C3>0 such that u/i(A')äC3. Hence wp(A') ¿ l S (l/CsVMA'), PeD.
If C4 = max [C2, 1/C3], then ü)p(A')áC4aA(A') for Fe F) and in particular for P eyx. Also, tup(A') ¿ C4tu/12(A') for P e a2, and we will show the same is true for Peß2.
For any F e ß2, shrink D by the factor r' and position it so that the point F2 is on 3D below F and the axis of the cylindrical part of r'D coincides with the axis of tfi!. If we choose M0 larger than the local Lipschitz constant M of D near Q0, then the conical part of r'D near Q0 will be outside D. If we choose s0^s + 2M, the cylindrical part of r'D will contain i/^.
Since cop(A') ^ C4oA(A') for P e yx, the maximum principle implies that
where A' in r'D corresponds to A in D.
Therefore cop(A') S dC^^AOhfP), PeD-i/ii, and since A'(F) < 1/d for P e ß2,
The step from «= 1 to « = 2 is typical. Continuing the process, we see that
and therefore for Fe D -ij>(r, rs). By Harnack's principle there is a constant C such that ü/^A'^ca/ÍA'), and the lemma follows. We will use Lemma (2.2) to obtain an estimate on K(P, Q) as a function of P uniformly in Q. Let A be the point in the center of the top of </<(ôo, r, rs). If Q e A(Q0, r) and A' is a small disc with center Q, we obtain from Lemma (2.2) and Harnack's principle that o,p(A') ^ Ca/(A'), F e D -<A(ßo, 2r, 1rs). Since
for almost every Q, we see that for any fixed P e D-ifi(Q0,2r,2rs),
CK(A, Q) for almost every Q e A(Q0, r). Now let u be harmonic and positive in D, continuous in D and zero on 3D except possibly in A(g0, r). Then
Hence by our remarks above, (2. 3) u(P) ^ Cu(A), P e D-iKQo, 2r, 1rs).
From Lemma (2.1) and the maximum principle we obtain u(P) ^ Cu(A)cop(A(Q0, 4r)X PeD-*KQo, 2r, 2rs).
We will need this result for a larger class of functions u. We can accomplish this by making a simple observation. Suppose A^ is a neighborhood of Q0 such that N^t¡j(Q0, r/4, rs¡4) and D -N is a Lipschitz domain with local Lipschitz constant less than a fixed multiple of that of D. (N may be, for example, a truncated cone which opens downward.) Applying (2.3) to D -N we obtain
where C depends only on s and the Lipschitz constant of D near g0, A = A(g0, r), "r, = "A(ßo, r, rs), A is the point above g0 with \A-g0| =rs, and u is any function which satisfies u is harmonic and positive in D -N, (2.5) u is continuous in D -N and u(Q) = 0 for QedD-N.
Lemma (2.6) . Suppose that un satisfies (2.5) and that the corresponding neighborhoods Nn shrink to g0 as n approaches infinity. If un(P0)=l for all n and un(P) approaches a harmonic function u(P) then u is a kernel function at Q0.
Proof. We need only show that u vanishes continuously at each g e 3D, g# goNote however that for any fixed choice of N, A, t/r and A, (2.4) holds uniformly for all un with « sufficiently large.
We now give various applications of Lemma (2.6) which prove the existence of kernel functions at each g0 e 3D and illustrate the significance of having only one kernel function at each g0.
Remark (2.7). Suppose
converges to a harmonic function K(P, g0) as « -> co. Then K(P, Q0) is a kernel function at g0. Note that a subsequence of un does converge to a harmonic function, so there is at least one kernel function at g0. If there is only one kernel function at g0 then the functions un must converge as « -> co. Remark (2.8) . Suppose un is a kernel function at Qn and gn -> g0 as « -» co. If un converges to a harmonic function u then u is a kernel function at g0. A subsequence of un does converge to a harmonic function. Hence if there is only one kernel function K(P, g) at each Q, K(P, Qn) converges to K(P, g0)-i.e., K(P, Q) is a continuous function of g. Remark (2.9). Let
where G(P, M) denotes the Green's function of D with pole at M. If Mn -*■ g0 as n -> co and un converges to a harmonic function u, then « is a kernel function at go-It follows that the uniqueness of kernel functions will allow us to identify Martin's kernels with the functions K(P, Q).
3. Uniqueness of kernel functions. We will need an inequality opposite to (2.4) . We will derive this inequality when D is a starlike Lipschitz domain-that is, D is a Lipschitz domain which is starlike about F0 and the j-axis of a local coordinate system at any Q e 3D may be chosen to contain the segment QP0. (For any point Q e 3D, <p(Q, r, s) n D will be a starlike Lipschitz domain with center near the top of the cylinder if r is sufficiently small.) Lemma (3.1) . Suppose D is a starlike Lipschitz domain with center Fo = 0. For Q0 e 3D let >P = >P(Qo, r, rs) and A = A(Q0, r). Let A denote the point in the center of the top of t/r and let t, 0 < t < 1, be such that tQ0 = This proves the lemma. Let us note here that if we assumed Martin's representation theorem and various results from the general theory we could use Lemma (3.2) to prove the uniqueness of kernel functions. We choose instead to prove our results without appealing to the general theory.
Suppose that B is a relatively closed subset of D and u is nonnegative and superharmonic in D. Define RB(P) = inf (</i(F) : <p nonnegative and superharmonic in D with ^uon B}.
This concept of "reduced function" is basic to the theory. Clearly, 0^RB^u in D and RB = u on B, RBu = cRB for cäO, RAuB^Ri + R*, Ru + vú Ru + Rv, Ri é Ru if A c B and RB^RB if u^v on B. In general, #£ must be modified on a small subset of B in order to obtain a superharmonic function. (See [6] or [7] .) However, we will only apply the definition when the nonnegative, superharmonic function u is continuous in D and D -Bis regular for the solution of the Dirichlet problem. In this case RB in D -B is the generalized solution of the Dirichlet problem with boundary values 0 on 3D and u(P) for F e 8B n D. It follows that fij is continuous and superharmonic in D.
We will be interested in a particular type of set B. Given a sequence of points Pke D which approach g0 e 3D nontangentially, choose r0 > 0 such that the closure of each ball B(Pk, r0\Pk-g0|) with center Pk and radius r0\Pk-g0| lies in D. For 0<r<r0 let Bk = B(Pk, r\Pk-Q0\).
We then call the set B=\Jk-i Bk a n.t. SS set at g0. Note that by Harnack's inequality there is a constant C(rjr0) > 1 such Suppose that for an arbitrary n.t. SS set B at g0 there is one kernel function u with RB = u. If D is a starlike Lipschitz domain we see from Lemmas (3.2) and (3.4) that RB = v for all kernel functions v at g0. Lemma (3.5) . Suppose D is a starlike Lipschitz domain with center F0 = 0 and B is a n.t. 38 set at Q0. Then there is a kernel function u at Q0 with RB = u. Hence, RB = u if B is any n.t. SS set at Q0 and u is any kernel function at Q0.
Proof. Let u0 be any kernel function at ß0. (We know u0 exists by Remark (2.7).) If i?=Un = i-on> let uk = R^=kB". Then uk decreases to a harmonic function A in D. Since Ag«0, A vanishes continuously at each Qe8D, Q^Qo-Since Mi = «o on B we have RB1 = RB0 = u1. Also, OáA^w, and therefore RB = h by Lemma (3.4). Hence, if A(Fo)^0, u(P) = h(P)¡h(Pa) will be the desired kernel function at Q0.
To show that h(P0) >0 we note that uk(P)^RB%(P), where Bk = B(Pk,r\Pk-Q0\). Choose tk, 0<tk<l, such that tkQk=Pk for some Qk e 3D and let 8k = {Qe8D: tkQeBk}.
Since RB«0(P) = u0(P) for P e Bk, Harnack's principle implies R*(P)£Cu0(Pk), P e Bk. The minimum principle for superharmonic functions then implies R%%(tkP) Cu0(Pk)wp(8k), PeD. In particular, R^(P0)^CuQ(Pk)copo(8k). We will show there exists C>0 such that u0(Pk)ojpo(8k)^ C for all k. To see this let Ak denote the smallest disc with center ß0 which contains 8k in its middle fourth. Since the radius of Ak is proportional to \Pk-Q0\ (uniformly in k) Harnack's principle allows us to substitute Pk for A in (2.4) and Lemma (3.1) to obtain l=w0(F0) Cu0(Pk)ojpo(Ak) and cupo(8k)~^CcopK(8k)copo(Ak), respectively. But the Lipschitz character of 3D implies that 8k contains a disc A(Qk, ri\Pk-Qk\), so Lemma (2.1) implies aA(8fc) ä C. Combining results we obtain the lemma.
We can easily remove the assumption that D is starlike.
Lemma (3.6). Suppose D is a Lipschitz domain, B is any n.t. ai set at Q0 and u is any kernel function at Q0. Then RB = u. 
P->Oo
Our assertion now follows from Lemma (3.3).
We now show that RBu(D~D> <u implies RB<v. To see this, consider
ip is nonnegative and superharmonic in D and ip = v on B. Hence RB^tfi<v, and this contradiction proves the lemma. We can now prove the uniqueness of kernel functions. The proof illustrates our earlier remark that kernel functions are determined in D by their values on any sequence of points in D which approach g0 nontangentially. Lemma (3.7) . If D is a Lipschitz domain there is exactly one kernel function at each go 6 3D.
Proof. Let u and v be any two kernel functions at g0 and suppose Pk -> g0 nontangentially. We assert that For suppose hm U^à . .
We can then choose e > 0 and a subsequence {Ffc/}jSx such that u(Pk/) > (1 + 2e)v(Pkj) for all /. Using Harnack's inequality we can then choose a n.t. SS set B at g0, B=\Jf=xB(Pk¡,r\Pk-Qü\), r = r(e), such that u(P)>(l+e)v(P) for PeB. Then and the assertion follows. Now let {Pk} he any fixed sequence which approaches g0 nontangentially. Given e > 0 there is an N such that (l-2e)íu(Pk)lv(Pk)í (l+2e) for all k^N. Harnack's inequality can then be used to construct a n.t. SS set 5=U"=jv B(Pk, r\Pk-go|) such that (1 -e)v(P) á w(P) ^ (1 +£)»(P), F e B.
Hence, for all PeD, Since £>0 is arbitrary, u(P) = v(P) for all PeD. for every Q e 3D. For fixed Q e 3D, K(P, Q) is a positive and harmonic function of P in D and for fixed P e D, K(P, Q) is a continuous function of Q on 3D.
Proof. In view of the uniqueness of kernel functions this theorem is a consequence of Remarks (2.7) and (2.8).
We can now identify the Martin boundary and topology with their classical analogues. We begin by recalling the definitions of the Martin boundary and related concepts. Proof. In view of the uniqueness of kernel functions Remark (2.9) shows that lim CfT(P, Mk) = K(P, Q) k-* oo if {Mk} is any sequence of points in D such that Mk -> g e 3D. It follows that each point of 3D may be associated with a point of A. (2.4) clearly shows that K(P, Q) /K(P, Q') if g ^ Q'. Hence, the functions Jf(P, Mk) cannot converge if the sequence {Mk} has more than one accumulation point on 3D and different points of 3D must be associated with different points of A. This gives a one-to-one correspondence between 3D and A with Jf(P, M) = K(P, Q) when M £ A corresponds to g e 3D.
Denote X(P, M) by K ( We conclude the section with a special case of Martin's representation theorem and a discussion of the general case.
Theorem (4.3). Suppose u is positive and harmonic in the Lipschitz domain D.
Then there is a unique Borel measure /¿( • ) on 3D such that u(P) = f K(P,Q)dp(Q). We assert that dpp(Q)¡dppo = K(P, Q) for a.e. (dpp°) g e 3D. For by Besicovitch' satisfy the conditions of Lemma (2.6), their limit exists and is K(P, g). Hence p.p(A) = j K(P, Q) dp.po (Q) for all Borel sets A and in particular, u(P) = pp(8D) = f K(P, Q) dppo(Q). Then for F e D-Gk,
we may apply Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to obtain
which proves the uniqueness of the measure pp<> and completes the proof of the theorem.
In the general case considered by Martin the measure in the representation theorem is not unique without a restriction on its support. This is because there may be points Me A with pjT(.,m)({M}) = 0. (The effect of this is clearly illustrated in the proof of uniqueness we have given in Theorem ( 5. Fine, semifine and nontangential limits. We are interested in studying the relations between the various notions of limit at the boundary for functions defined in Lipschitz domains. The question of the existence of fine limits at the Martin boundary for more general domains is considered in [4] and [8] . Results concerning nontangential limits at the boundary of a Lipschitz domain are considered in [5] .
We note that in view of the representation theorem of the previous section the proof given in [5] can be simplified. It is not necessary to reduce the nonnegative case to the bounded case in order to obtain finite nontangential limits a.e. (dwpo) for harmonic functions.
Let us recall some definitions. A relatively closed subset B of a Lipschitz domain D is said to be thin at ß e 3D if R §i.iQ)(P)<K(P, Q) for some Pe D. The complement in D of a set which is thin at ß is called a fine neighborhood of ß. A function u on D is said to have fine limit L at Q e 3D if for every e > 0 there is a fine neighborhood N of Q such that \u(P) -L\<e for P e N.
A useful characterization of thinness is given by the following lemma.
Lemma ( Semifine neighborhoods and semifine limits at the boundary then correspond to semithin sets in exactly the same way the analogous concepts correspond to thin sets.
We note that if B is thin at g then it is semithin at g. Hence, if u has a fine limit at g it has the same semifine limit at g. We will need certain inequalities which have only been proved for starlike Lipschitz domains. Using such inequalities to obtain results for (semi)thinness for general Lipschitz domains is justified by the following lemma. Rk?-%oÁP) = c max W> Ôo) : P' e B n Pk}oep(Pk n 3D), PeD.
We claim that max {K(P', ß0) : F' £ B n Pk) á C 0Po(A(ß0, 2"")),
where Ck -> 0 as k -> oo. To prove this we introduce an auxiliary function.
Let D = {(X,y): \X\2+y2< 1, j> -M\X\} and let h(P) be the harmonie measure in D of the part of 3D on the sphere. Let D(Q', r) denote the domain obtained from D by shrinking D by a factor r and then translating the origin to g'. h(P; Q', r), P e D(Q', r), corresponds to h(P) in D. For each Q' e pk n 3D we have from (2.3), modified as in (2.5) , and the maximum principle
where Ak is the point above g0 with \Ak-g0| =2~k~2. From Lemma (3.1) we obtain K(Ak,Q0)S C/copo(A(go,2-*)).
If Ck = max{«(0,j) : 0 < j g 2k + 2■ max{f(X) : \X\ g 2-'c}}, then limfc^oe Ck = 0 since limx",0 (/(^)/|^1) = 0 and limy^,0 «(0, j) = 0. Moreover, n(P'; Q',2~k~2)^Ck for those P'e B n Pk above g'. Combining results we obtain our assertion and the lemma follows.
Theorem (5.5) . Suppose D is a Lipschitz domain. If any function in D has a nontangential limit L at Qe 3D then it has a semifine limit L at Q. If a nonnegative harmonic function in D has a semifine limit L at Qe 3D then it has a nontangential limit L at Q. is a nontangential subdomain of D at g for each «. Hence, given any e > 0 we can truncate each Fn near g so that \u(P)-L\ <e for P e N, N being the union of the truncated regions. The complement of TV' is semithin at g by Lemma (5.4) and it follows that u has semifine limit L at g. If the positive harmonic function u does not have nontangential limit F at g then for some e>0 there is a sequence of points {Pk}^D such that Pk approaches g nontangentially and \u(Pk) -L\^2e. By Harnack's principle there is a ball Bk with center Pk and radius proportional to \Pk-Q\ such that \u(P) -L\>e for F e B=(J Bk. Since the n.t. 3S set B is not semithin at g, u cannot have semifine limit L at g.
Since the existence at a point of a fine limit implies that of a semifine limit, we have the pointwise result that the existence of fine limits implies that of nontangential limits for positive harmonic functions. Although the converse may not hold pointwise, an almost everywhere implication is true. To prove this we will use the following lemma.
Lemma (5.6) . Let D be a Lipschitz domain and let F be a closed subset of 3D. For each Q e F let T(Q) denote a nontangential cone in D with vertex at Q and axis parallel to the local y-axis, and assume the cones T(Q) have the same size and shape. If S= Uoei-r(ß)» then the complement of S is thin at a.e. (dwpo) Q e F.
Proof. Let G be the complement of F in 3D and B be the complement of .S in D. We may restrict G and B to points which are under the cones T(ß), Qe F. For ß e G let P(Q) denote the point in D n 8B above Q. The intersection of 8D with a cone oriented downward with vertex at P(Q), axis parallel to the local y-axis and fixed small aperture will contain a disc, denoted S(ß), such that the radius of 8(Q) is a fixed multiple of |F(ß)-ß| and 8(Q)<=G. For ß e G we have coPiQ\8(Q))^C >0 by Lemma (2.1), and for Q0eF we have min {K(P(Q), ß0) : ß e S(ß')} äCK(F(ß'), ß0) by Harnack's principle. We will show:
(i) RBK?.%0fP) ÍC\ K(P(Q), Qo)doJp(Q) + RBZ%o)(P), jGn&(.Q0,2 ") ß0£F, P eD-(E (ii) /&0)(F0) -> 0 for every ß0 e F such that f K(P(Q), Q0)doepo(Q) Jg ä CK(P(Q'), QoWw\8(Q')) ä C/:(F(ß'), ß0).
This shows that K(P, Q0) is majorized on D n 8(B n crfc+1) by C Í É K(P(Q), ß0) ^p(ß).
At points Ped(Bn Pk), RB?°%o)(P) = K(P, Q0) and (i) follows. We will show that L K(P(Q), ß0) doepo(Q) < oo implies |F(ß)-ß|/|ß-ßo|^0 as ß -> Q0, QeG, Q0 e F Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist ßfc-^ß0, Qk £ G, with \P(Qk)-Qk\l\Qk-Q0\ ^e>0.
